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LEO Satellite Formation for Space Solar Power:
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Abstract—The space-based solar power (SBSP) concept was introduced during the 1970s. However, the technological challenges
during that period stalled its development. Decaying natural
energy resources, global warming, and geopolitical pressures have
encouraged many countries and researchers to seek new reliable
energy sources, such as SBSP. A solar power technology that
comprises Low Earth Orbit (LEO) spacecraft formation has been
proposed in the literature. All spacecraft in the LEO formation
harvest the solar energy and transmit the power to a leader
spacecraft or the ground station simultaneously. In the proposed
LEO technique, the high and varying relative speed within the
spacecraft formation, and also within the spacecraft and the
earth, causes a non-homogeneous Doppler spread during solar
power transmission. This Doppler spread reduces SBSP power
transmission efficiency. In this paper, first, the transmission link
budget from LEO and Geostationary orbits to the earth are
compared, and the harvested energy by the ground station on
the earth is investigated. This motivates low or mid earth orbit
satellite usage for SBSP. Next, considering different spacecraft
configurations, the impact of the distance between each spacecraft and the ground station, and the distance between each
spacecraft and the leader spacecraft on the variation of the
Doppler frequency spread is investigated. In addition, the impact
of the position of the leader spacecraft with respect to other
spacecraft in the formation is studied. The results confirm that
higher altitude or smaller formation size leads to lower Doppler
frequency spread in the transmission between each spacecraft to
the ground station (or leader spacecraft). Finally, several possible
techniques to improve the wireless power transmission efficiency
due to the Doppler effect are discussed and compared.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Space-Based Solar Power (SBSP) transfer is implemented by one or multiple spacecraft that harvest the solar
power in space, and transmit the harvested solar power via the
microwave energy to the ground receiver’s rectenna array. The
rectenna array is typically in the size of multiple kilometers
in diameter [1]–[6]. The amount of energy harvested in space
in one year is almost equivalent to all oil reserve in earth.
Thus, in spite of all the technological difficulties and cost, the
SBSP has gained considerable attention. The Japan Aerospace
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Exploration Agency (JAXA) has recently planned to develop
the SBSP system by year 2030 [7]. In addition, the Solaren
Corporation has maintained a contract with Pacific Gas and
Electric (PG&E) company to maintain an experiment system
by 2016 [8].
Several SBSP transfer concepts have been proposed in
the literature [9]–[11]. Examples include (1) a spacecraft
formation in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) that collects and transmits
the microwave energy to the ground station simultaneously
from all spacecraft in the formation, (as in Figure 1(b));
(2) a leader spacecraft collects the solar power from other
spacecraft (solar power harvest units) in a LEO formation
(as in Figure 1(a)), and transmits the microwave energy to
the ground; (3) a single spacecraft in Geosynchronous Orbit
(GEO) collects and directly transmits the microwave energy
to the ground station [12], [13]; (4) a solar power station is
constructed at lunar surface for harvesting and transmitting the
solar energy to a ground receiver on earth [14]. The microwave
transmission loss from a LEO altitude is lower than that of the
GEO altitude or the lunar surface [9]. However, the spacecraft
travels at a higher orbital speed at LEO, and each spacecraft
in LEO formation experiences different relative velocity to
the ground station (or the leader spacecraft). If either option
(1) or (2) is used, the received signal by either the leader
spacecraft or the ground station experiences different Doppler
effects [15]. Launching the SBSP spacecraft into GEO could
eliminate the Doppler effect issue; however, huge spacecraft
structures and high altitude orbits result in a higher wireless
power transmission loss, and a higher implementation and
maintenance costs [10], [16], [17].
This paper considers options (1) and (2) for SBSP transmission. A communication link will be established when the
spacecraft enters the ground station’s communication range.
Then, the microwave transmission between spacecraft and
ground station is initiated. A preliminary study in [18] shows
that the rectenna efficiency of 80% or higher is achievable at
5.8GHz or lower transmission frequency bands, and the overall
Direct Current (DC) to DC efficiency of the wireless power
transmission system is 45%. In other words, the overall SBSP
system efficiency is about 40% excluding the efficiency loss
due to Doppler effect and path loss. Maintaining or improving
the microwve transmission efficiency is crucial as the cost per
kilowatt remains the biggest issue in the SBSP system [19],
[20].
Although the Doppler spread for spacecraft application
has been widely studied for Doppler spread estimation and
tracking purposes [15], [21], [22]; however, most studies focus
on either improving the spacecraft navigation [23], or the
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spacecraft communication [24]. This study focuses on the
Doppler effects for SBSP wireless transmission. The SBSP
ground receiver uses a rectifier antenna. The resultant signal
is the combination of multiple received signals from spacecraft in the formation, and each signal experiences different
Doppler effects and have a slightly different distance from
the ground station. This leads to different frequencies and
phases that alternatively could create a destructive interference.
Furthermore, the destructive interference is a function of the
time varying effects of Doppler, and could greatly reduces the
power transmission efficiency.
In this paper, the efficiency degradation due to the wireless
transmission path loss from different altitudes, and the Doppler
frequency spread within spacecraft formation and the ground
station are studied. The total wireless transmission path loss
of each spacecraft transmission to ground station is compared
within different LEO altitudes and GEO. In addition, the
Doppler frequency spread, which is defined as the difference
of two Doppler spread between two transmitters and a receiver (leader spacecraft or ground station in Figure 1), is
investigated. Two scenarios are considered: (1) two-spacecraft
formation in LEO and Medium Earth Orbit (MEO); and (2)
three-spacecraft formation in LEO where one spacecraft serves
as the leader spacecraft. The Doppler frequency spread and
its variation rate between two transmitters and a receiver
is investigated in terms of parameters such as the distance
between transmitter and receiver, and the position of the leader
spacecraft. Finally, several techniques to improve the wireless
power transmission efficiency is discussed. In addition, advantages and disadvantages of these methods are compared.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
the novel SBSP structures, and the transmission path loss
analysis. Section III investigates the Doppler effect on wireless
power transmission frequency. Sections IV and V-B simulate
the Doppler effect in different spacecraft configurations, and
discuss different techniques that improve the efficiency of
microwave transmission due to Doppler effect. Section VI
summarizes the paper conclusions.
II. P ROPOSED N OVEL SBSP S ATELLITE N ETWORK
Ref. [9] and [16] have introduced an alternative novel LEO
SBSP transmission method that utilizes the LEO satellite
network. Here, a number of LEO spacecraft fly in a formation.
Each spacecraft is equipped with a Solar Power Harvesting
Unit Platform (SOPHU). The solar power is collected by the
SOPHU platform, then, the spacecraft in the formation transmits the microwave energy to the ground station’s rectenna
array when it is within the ground station’s field-of-view
(FOV). The size of ground station’s rectenna array might be
in the order of kilometers in diameter [2].
Two microwave transmission methods have been introduced
in [9] and [16]: (1) A leader spacecraft is equipped with
both rectenna and microwave transmitter. The leader spacecraft
collects the power from all other spacecraft through microwave
transmission, then, it transmits the collected power again via
microwave energy to the ground station (see Figure 1(a)).
(2) All spacecraft in formation directly transmit the harvested

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. The proposed novel LEO SBSP formation in Ref. [16]: (a) All
spacecraft simultaneously transmit the wireless power to ground station, and
(b) A leader spacecraft collects power from followers, and transmits to ground
station.

power to the ground station when they are within the ground
station’s FOV (see Figure 1(b)).
The spacecraft in LEO has a higher orbital speed compared
to the earth rotation. While in the GEO, the spacecraft can
maintain a continuous communication to a specific ground
station at all times. Therefore, a communication link will be
initiated when the spacecraft enters the ground station’s FOV.
Then, the spacecraft begins the microwave transmission to the
ground station, as shown in Figure 2. Because rectenna has
a limited FOV, in order to maximize the collected power, it
is important to maximize the number of spacecraft that are
simultaneously located within the ground station’s FOV at a
given altitude, h, (or FOV’s radius, d). It is also desirable to
increase the total time interval for a spacecraft that remains
within the ground station’s FOV. The rectenna array’s FOV
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Fig. 2. Two SBSP spacecraft transmit wireless power to rectenna array’s in
the ground when they are within the field-of-view.

radius is approximated as:
d ≈ h tan φ

(1)

where φ is the FOV angle.
The rectenna has a typical FOV of ±60 degrees [25],
however, higher microwave transmission frequency decreases
the effective rectenna’s FOV [26]. Furthermore, the incoming
microwave energy direction (or directional-of-arrival) impacts
the rectenna output efficiency [27]. Table I compares the total
communication time between the spacecraft and the ground
station (or the total time interval needed for a spacecraft to
stay within ground station’s FOV) for different altitudes. Table
I shows that lower altitudes lead to a lower total microwave
transmission duration time. In addition, lower altitude allows
lower number of spacecraft to simultaneously stay within
ground station’s FOV. For example, the radius of FOV is
346km at the altitude of 200km, and 1732km at the altitude of
1000km; thus, higher number of spacecraft can be accommodated in higher altitude. Taking the change in relative distance
due to the earth gravitational field into account [28], and
assuming the distance within neighboring spacecraft is 10km
(collision avoidance purpose); then, at least 15 to 20 spacecraft
could stay within ground station’s FOV at the altitude of
200km, if all the spacecraft are flying in an A-train formation
[29].
As presented in Table I, the LEO spacecraft can transmit to
the ground station only within few minutes. Therefore, mul-

TABLE I
T IME INTERVAL OF A SPACECRAFT WITHIN GROUND STATION ’ S FOV
ANGLE OF 60 DEGREE FOR ONE ORBITAL PERIOD .
Altitude (km)
6878.15
7136.64
16763.39
26610.22

FOV Interval (min)
≈4
≈6
≈109
≈385

Out-FOV Interval (min)
≈90
≈94
≈251
≈335

tiple ground stations and spacecraft formation clusters would
be required to maintain a continuous microwave transmission
to any given ground station. A concept similar to mobile communication’s “handoff” process is considered in the proposed
SBSP transmission method. Here, the spacecraft maintains
continuous power transmission to the ground by switching the
transmission from one ground station to another ground station
that is within its FOV [16]. In addition, another spacecraft
formation cluster would enter the previous ground station’s
FOV to maintain a continuous transmission of microwave energy to a ground station, after one spacecraft formation leaves
a particular ground station’s FOV. This requires a careful
mission design to optimize the wireless power transmission
and the “handoff” process. This technique not only allows
spacecraft to maintain a continuous microwave transmission,
but also allows each ground station to continuously receive
microwave transmission from spacecraft.
Although Table I shows that higher altitude allows more
spacecraft to simultaneously transmit the wireless power to
the ground station for a longer microwave transmission time
period; however, the wireless power path loss is required to be
taken into account. Let the received power, Sr , by the antenna
at ground station correspond to [30]:
St Gt Gr
(2)
L
where St is the transmitted power, L is the path loss, Gt and
Gr are the transmitter and receiver antenna gain respectively.
Given the diameter, D, of an antenna, the antenna gain, G,
for both transmitter and receiver is [30]:
Sr =

ηπ 2 D2
(3)
λ2
where λ is the transmitted signal wavelength, η is the aperture
efficiency, and the term πD2 /4 is the physical aperture area
of antenna.
In addition, (2) can be expressed in term of decibel (db),
which corresponds to:
G=

Sr,dB = St,dB + Gt,dB + Gr,dB − LdB

(4)

It should be noted that wireless power transmission path
loss for LEO spacecraft is considerably lower than the wireless
power transmission platform in higher altitudes, such as GEO
[31]. Taking LdB = 10 log10 L, the wireless transmission path
loss from spacecraft to the ground station corresponds to [9]:
LdB = 32.45 + 10nlog(dKM ) + 20log(fM HZ )
+ LIon + LAtm + LEcl

(5)

where n is the path loss exponent, which n = 2 for vacuum
space [32], LAtm is the atmospheric loss, fM HZ is the frequency measured in MHz, and dKM is the altitude measured
in km, LIon is the loss due to all ionosphere layers, and LEcl
is the eclipse loss which is given as:



6370
−1
LEcl = 10log π/sin
(6)
dKM + 6370
Table II summarizes the captured power by the ground
station from the spacecraft at GEO and four different LEO
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TABLE II
T HE C APTURED P OWER ON THE G ROUND
TX Antenna
Radius
10m
(44dBi)

50m
(55dBi)

100m
(60dBi)

Pt (dB)
70 (10MW)
77 (50MW)
80 (100MW)
90 (1GW)
70 (10MW)
77 (50MW)
80 (100MW)
90 (1GW)
70 (10MW)
77 (50MW)
80 (100MW)
90 (1GW)

Spacecraft altitude and corresponding captured power
GEO
1000km
700km
400km
200km
0.12W
1.09kW
2.41kW
8.06kW
34.8kW
0.62W
5.49kW
12.1kW
40.3kW
174kW
1.25W
10.9kW
24.1kW
80.6kW
348kW
12.5W
109kW
241kW
806kW
3.48MW
1.63W
14.4kW
31.7kW
106kW
457kW
8.19W
72.1kW
158kW
529kW
2.29kW
16.3W
144kW
317kW
1.06MW 4.57MW
163W
1.44MW 3.17MW 10.6MW 45.7MW
4.96W
43.7kW
96.0kW
321kW
1.38MW
2.48W
21.9kW
480kW
1.61MW 6.93MW
49.6W
437kW
960kW
3.21MW 13.8MW
496W
4.37MW 9.60MW 32.1MW
138MW

altitudes with respect to two receiver antenna (TX) diameters
and four different transmission powers. The ionosphere loss is
assumed to be 1dB, and the transmission frequency is 5GHz,
and its associate atmospheric loss is given as 0.01 dB/nautical
mile [33]. We assume the atmosphere attenuation occurs
below Kármán Line, with the total atmospheric height of 54
nautical miles [34]. The antenna efficiency of the transmitter
is assumed to be 80% [35], and the ground receiver rectifier
antenna total radius is considered to be 1km with the efficiency
of 95%, which results in Gr = 89.66 dBi.
Table II shows that with the same antenna size, the LEO
spacecraft harvests a higher total energy compared to the
GEO spacecraft. Although the GEO SBSP spacecraft may
have a large harvesting unit area (kilometers square area),
however, it suffers a higher wireless power transmission path
loss. Comparing the performance of 10m antenna size for LEO
spacecraft to the 100m antenna size for GEO spacecraft in
Table II, the LEO spacecraft represents a higher transmission
efficiency. These facts along with other features such as lower
launch cost and ease of maintenance and replacement, suggest
the LEO or middle earth orbit (MEO) power harvesting units
as a better alternative compared to GEO. However, it should
be noted that the LEO satellite at the altitude of 400km
or lower suffers from the atmospheric drag, which requires
additional propulsion system for drag compensation. On the
other hand, the altitude of 700km, which is often used for
sun synchronous orbit, provides a better choice due to the fact
that the atmospheric drag is minimal. But additional 300km
altitude could results a 70% of wireless power transmission
loss as shown in Table II. Furthermore, it should be noted that
other factors, such as the Doppler effect during wireless power
transmission must be taken into account in SBSP system
design. The impact of Doppler effect is investigated in the
next section.
III. D OPPLER S PREAD A NALYSIS
Several space-based methods that incorporate a spacecraft
formation as a power harvesting platform have been proposed
in the literature [16], [36] that include: (1) All spacecraft in
the formation transfer the solar energy to a specific ground
station simultaneously; (2) A leader spacecraft collects the
solar power from other spacecraft in the formation, then

Fig. 3. The received signal amplitude at the receiver from two transmitters
with slightly different observed frequency: red-dotted line is expected, and
blue solid line is actual received signal.

wirelessly transfers the solar power to the ground station.
The implementation of these techniques assume a proper synchronization across multiple signals transmitted by multiple
transmitters to a given receiver. This synchronization requires
a fixed or predictable change in Doppler effect created due
to a change in the relative distance between transmitter and
receiver [37].
However, the spacecraft’s absolute speed in the orbit may
vary from one position to another. The change of a spacecraft’s
speed leads to rapid changes in the distance between the
spacecraft and the ground station, and also, the distance
between two spacecraft. These rapid changes in distance
create a fast varying Doppler effect that impacts the phase
of the received signal [38]. This problem impacts the phase
tracking and synchronization across multiple transmitters and
reduces the efficiency of the power transmission process [39].
Lack of synchronization across two transmitters may lead
to destructive addition of the received power and, in turn,
reduction in performance.
Figure 3 presents the resultant signal received by the re-
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ceiver from two transmitters. The signal amplitude of each
transmitter is normalized to a maximum of 1W. In the figure,
both transmitters transmit the signal at the frequency of f .
However, the receiver receives the signal at the frequencies of
f1 = f +∆f1 and f2 = f +∆f2 from each transmitter respectively. Comparing the actual received signal (blue solid line)
to the expected received signal (red-dotted line), the receiver
experiences destructive effects over time due to the Doppler
effect. The total received signal amplitude over the time period
is much lower than the expected received signal amplitude. It is
noted that Figure 3 assumes that the receiver observes the same
receiving signal’s phase angle from the two transmitters. In
practice, the difference in phase angle would further reduce the
actual receiving signal amplitude. While synchronization can
be considered to minimize the power loss due to the Doppler
effect, the change of spacecraft velocity over time also results
in the Doppler spread’s variation. Furthermore, the variation of
the distance between the transmitter and receiver also results in
the change of observed phase angle at the receiver. Therefore,
the study of the rate of change of the Doppler effect is crucial.
When both transmitter and receiver are moving, the frequency of the signal received by the receiver, which is transmitted from the transmitter, corresponds to [40]:
fr = (1 −

ṙr/t
)fc
c

(7)

and
ṙr/t =
rr/t

rTr/t vr/t

krr/t k
= rt − rr

vr/t = vt − vr

(8)
(9)
(10)

where r is the position vector, v is the velocity vector,
subscript r and t denote receiver and transmitter respectively,
ṙr/t is the relative speed between the transmitter and receiver,
and fc is carrier (or transmitter) frequency.
It is noted that the relative speed between the transmitter
and receiver is not equivalent to the magnitude of the relative
velocity, vr/t , between transmitter and receiver, that is ṙr/t 6=
kvr/t k. The relative speed is the time derivative of the relative
distance between the transmitter and receiver, but the relative
velocity is the velocity vector difference between transmitter
and receiver with respect to a given reference frame, such as
the Earth Center Inertial Frame. Equation (7) shows that the
Doppler effect between the receiver and the transmitter is a
function of the relative speed. The negative sign shows that the
received frequency increases when the transmitter and receiver
are getting closer to each other (ṙr/t < 0), and decreases
when the transmitter and receiver move away from each other
(ṙr/t > 0). In addition, (7) can be expressed in term of Doppler
frequency, fd , which is:
fr = fc + fd
where

(11)

Literature studies have shown that the Doppler spread can
be measured and estimated if the transmitter oscillator is stable
[15]. However, the relative speed between each spacecraft, and
between the spacecraft and ground station varies at all times.
Thus, in this paper, the rate of change of Doppler spread, f˙
corresponding to (7) will be evaluated. If we assume that the
transmitter frequency, fc , is always constant, then f˙r is given
as:
r̈r/t
fc
(13)
f˙r = f˙d = −
c
First, the impact of two different receiving Doppler frequencies on the receiver end is presented. If a ground station or a
leader spacecraft receives the power transmission from multiple spacecraft simultaneously, the received signal amplitude,
PR (t), is given as:
PR (t) =

M
X

sin(2πfr,k t + ψk )

where M is total number of spacecraft in formation, ψk is
the phase angle due to the signal traveling delay between
each transmitter and receiver. In (14), we have assumed
that the received power from all satellites in formation are
approximately similar. The k th transmitter’s phase angle, ψk ,
is the function of distance and frequency, which corresponds
to:
krt,k − rr k
(15)
ψk = 2πfr,k
c
Equations (14) and (15) show that the changes of receiving
frequency over the time due to the Doppler effects could lead
to either a constructive or destructive effect on the PR (t). For
simplicity, we only consider two spacecraft (transmitter) and a
receiver (ground station or a leader spacecraft) scenario, where
PR (t) in (14) becomes:
PR (t) = sin(2πfr,1 t + ψ1 ) + sin(2πfr,2 t + ψ2 )
ψ1 − ψ2
fr,1 − fr,2
t+
)
= 2 cos(2π
2
2
ψ 1 + ψ2
fr,1 + fr,2
t+
)
× sin(2π
2
2
f

(12)

(16)

−f

The r,1 2 r,2 in (16) is called the Doppler frequency difference, ∆fT , that is a representation for Doppler frequency
spread when two transmitters (or spacecraft) are available to
f −f
2
) represents
the receiver. The term cos(2π r,1 2 r,2 t + ψ1 −ψ
2
the change in the amplitude of the received signal due to the
Doppler effect, which is typically shown in Figure 3. ∆fT and
its variation rate are given as:
∆fT =

fr,1 − fr,2
fd,1 − fd,2
=
2
2

(17)

and respectively,
f˙r,1 − f˙r,2
∆f˙T =
2
f

ṙr/t
fd = −
fc
c

(14)

k=1

+f

(18)

2
In addition in (16), sin(2π r,1 2 r,2 t + ψ1 +ψ
) =
2
ψ1 +ψ2
),
where
either
both
sin(2πfc t + π(fd,1 + fd,2 )t +
2
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fd,1 and fd,2 can be computed using (12), or both fr,1 and
fr,2 can be computed using (7), by assuming spacecraft 1
and spacecraft 2 are transmitters. Moreover, (13) implies that
the Doppler frequency between each spacecraft and ground
station, and between two eccentric orbit spacecraft, varies at all
times, which indicates that both fr,1 and fr,2 are not constant
frequencies. Furthermore, (15) states that the time variation
of fr,1 and fr,2 leads to time variation of both ψ1 and ψ2 . It
should be noted that a small frequency difference may result
in a high phase angle difference between the two signals.
Thus, simulations are conducted to study the variation of fr,1
and fr,2 over time. In the following subsection, the relative
speed between the spacecraft and the ground station, and the
relative speed and relative acceleration between two spacecraft
is derived for Doppler effect investigation purposes.
A. Between Spacecraft and Ground Station
The spacecraft’s absolute position and velocity with respect
to the earth center can be expressed in terms of six orbital
elements, which are the semimajor axis, a, eccentricity, e,
true anomaly, θ, inclination, λ, Right Ascending of Ascension Node (RAAN), Ω, and the argument of perigee, ω.
The conversion between these six orbital elements and the
absolute position and velocity vector can be found in Ref.
[41]. In general, the absolute distance of the spacecraft is often
expressed with respect to the earth center, which is given as
[42]:
r=

a(1 − e2 )
1 + e cos(θ)

(19)

However, we are interested in the rate of change of the distance between the spacecraft and ground station, as both (17)
and (18) show that the relative distance and its variation rate
between two transmitters and a receiver impact the Doppler
frequency difference. Let the ground station’s absolute position
and velocity be rs and vs respectively; then, the relative
position and velocity between the spacecraft and the ground
station can be written as rs/i , and vs/i . Here, by considering
that the distance between the spacecraft and the ground station
is, rs/i = krs/i k, the rate of change of the distance between
the spacecraft and the ground station is:
ṙs/i =

rTs/i vs/i
rs/i

(20)

Equation (20) shows that the rate of change of the relative
distance between the spacecraft and the ground station is
expressed in terms of the spacecraft’s position and velocity.
Ref. [41] also shows that all six orbital elements impact
spacecraft position and velocity at any time. Thus, the Doppler
spread between the spacecraft and the ground station is a
function of all orbital elements. It is possible that all spacecraft
possess the same semimajor axis, eccentricity, and the true
anomaly at any time; however, each spacecraft is required to
have at least one different orbital element parameter to avoid
collision. Therefore, the Doppler frequency, fd , between the
ground station and each spacecraft is always different.

Moreover, to evaluate f˙r in (13), r̈s/i should be evaluated
to correspond to:
r̈s/i =

T
2
ṙs/i
kvs/i k rs/i as/i
−
−
rs/i
rs/i
ri/j

(21)

where k.k represents the magnitude of the vector, vs/i is the
relative velocity between ground station and spacecraft, as/i
is the relative acceleration between ground station spacecraft:
as/i = r̈i − r̈s

(22)

Here, the motion of the ground station can be expressed in
term of the earth’s angularvelocity. The
 earth angular velocity
vector is given as, ω E = 0 0 ωE , where ωE = 7.292 ×
10−5 rad/sec. Then, the ground station velocity with respect
to the inertial frame is [42]:
ṙs = vs = ω E × rs

(23)

The earth is rotating at a constant velocity. Hence, the
velocity of the ground station, ṙs in the inertial frame, is
always constant. Thus, r̈s in (22) is a zero vector. Moreover,
the acceleration of ith spacecraft in the inertial frame is:
r̈i = −µ

ri
kri k3

(24)

where µ is the earth gravitational constant. Thus, the relative
acceleration vector, as/i in (22) becomes:
as/i = r̈i

(25)

B. Within the spacecraft formation
In LEO, each spacecraft travels at a very high speed,
v ≈ 10km/s, with respect to the earth center. For the noncircular orbit formation flying, the relative distance between
each spacecraft changes at all times. The changes in relative
distance creates a Doppler effect in the signal transmitted by
a spacecraft in a formation to a leader spacecraft. As shown
in Figure 3, if the Doppler effect is not carefully taken into
consideration, the efficiency of the microwave transmission
from the spacecraft in the formation to the leader spacecraft
would be greatly reduced.
Here, similar to the previous subsection, the Doppler frequency, fr , is studied through the rate of change of the relative
distance between two spacecraft. The relative position between
ith spacecraft and j th corresponds to:
ri/j = rj − ri

(26)

The relative distance between the two spacecraft is ri/j =
kri/j k. Similarly, the rate of change of the relative distance
between two spacecraft is not equivalent to the magnitude of
the relative velocity between two spacecraft, that is ṙi/j 6=
kvi/j k. Therefore, the rate of change of the relative distance,
ṙi/j between two spacecraft corresponds to:
ṙi/j =

rTi/j vi/j
ri/j

(27)
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As previously mentioned, the relative distance and the
speed between two spacecraft varies over time. Therefore, the
Doppler frequency, fr , between two spacecraft never stays
constant. The evaluation of f˙r is similar to (21), which is
given as:
r̈i/j =

T
2
ṙi/j
kvi/j k ri/j ai/j
−
−
ri/j
ri/j
ri/j

(28)

where k.k represents the magnitude of the vector, vi/j is the
relative velocity between spacecraft i and j, ai/j is the relative
acceleration between spacecraft i and j, which corresponds to:
ai/j = r̈j − r̈i

(a) First case.

(29)

where both r̈i and r̈j can be calculated using (24).
IV. S IMULATION
Simulations are conducted to study the Doppler frequency
difference, ∆fT , and its variation rate, ∆f˙T , in two scenarios:
(1) between two spacecraft to the ground station, and (2) between two spacecraft to the leader spacecraft. These studies are
investigated with respect to two simulation variables, which
are the distance and its variation rate between the transmitter
and receiver. In the first scenario, the impact of the spacecraft
formation altitude, and its variation rate is considered as
the simulation variable. In the second scenario, the relative
distance and its variation rate between each spacecraft to the
leader spacecraft are considered as the simulation variable.
In the first scenario, four different altitudes for the twospacecraft formation are considered; the semimajor axis for
these orbits are 7136.64km, 16763.39km, 26610.22km and
34869.26km. Here, we consider the spacecraft orbit of each
given altitude is a circular orbit (or zero eccentricity). Other
orbital elements, inclination (λ), argument of perigee, (ω),
initial true anomaly (θ), and right ascending of ascension
node (Ω) of each spacecraft are given in Table III, where β
is a constant multiplier to determine the size of formation
(maximum and minimum distance between two spacecraft).
For the first scenario, the configuration of spacecraft 1 and
spacecraft 2 in Table III is considered, with β = 1. In addition,
the impact of field-of-view (FOV) of ground station on the
∆fT is studied. The FOV will be studied in term of cosine
angle, which is given as:
F OV = cos(φ) =

rTs (ri − rs )
krs kkri − rs k

(30)

TABLE III
S PACECRAFT 2 TO 4 CONFIGURATION .
S/C no.
1
2
3
4

λ(deg)
0.05β
0.05β
0.0β
0.0β

Ω(deg)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

ω(deg)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

θ(deg)
0.1β
-0.1β
0.0β
0.08β

In the second scenario, we consider a three-spacecraft
formation, which orbits at the semimajor axis of 7136.64km.
Here, all spacecraft are flying at an elliptic orbit, with the

(b) Second case.
Fig. 4. Symmetric (first case) and Non-symmetric (second case) Formation
Flying.

eccentricity of 0.05. Similar to the first scenario, all three
spacecraft configurations are shown in Table III. Two different
cases are considered in this scenario. First, the overall relative
distance between the leader spacecraft and spacecraft 1 is similar to the overall relative distance between the leader spacecraft
and spacecraft 2, r31 ≈ r32 , which is considered a symmetric
case (see Figure 4(a)). Here, spacecraft 3 in Table III is
considered the leader spacecraft or collector, and spacecraft
1 and 2 are considered the transmitters. In the second case,
spacecraft 4 in Table III is considered the leader spacecraft,
and spacecraft 1 and 2 are considered the transmitters. The
configuration of spacecraft 4 leads to a shorter overall relative
distance between spacecraft 4 and spacecraft 1 compared to the
overall relative distance between spacecraft 4 and spacecraft
2, r41 6= r42 . The second case is considered a non-symmetric
case (see Figure 4(b)).
The impact of relative distance and relative speed on the
∆fT of each spacecraft with respect to spacecraft 3 (or spacecraft 4) is studied. Four different values of β are considered,
β = 1, 5, 10 and 20, which also correspond to 13km/24km,
108km/119km, 214km/236km and 428km/473km formation
sizes, respectively. The 13km/24km represents that the minimum diameter of three-spacecraft formation at anytime is
13km, and the maximum diameter of the formation is 24km.
V. D ISCUSSION
A. Simulation Results
Figure 5(a) compares the Doppler frequency difference,
∆fT (see (17)) with respect to different semimajor axes
(represented by sma in Figure 5), also known as the altitude of
two-spacecraft formation. The result shows that the spacecraft
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at a lower altitude has higher ∆fT . This is due to the higher
relative speed of spacecraft with respect to ground at lower
altitude. It is noted that the frequency difference of 100Hz
at the altitude 800km results a phase angle difference of
approximately 96 degrees, observed by the receiver. Thus, the
microwave transmission efficiency is greatly reduced. Figure
5(b) shows that the rate of change of ∆fT is much higher at
lower altitudes, when compared to higher altitudes. This also
shows that ∆fT is higher at lower altitude. Therefore, it is very
important that either spacecraft formation control or wireless
power transmission synchronization methods be implemented
into LEO SBSP system to avoid the efficiency loss due to both
high phase angle difference and high ∆fT . Although higher
altitude creates low ∆fT and its variation rate, however, they
suffer from transmission loss, as shown in Table II.

but the ground station requires 24 hours to return to its original
location in Inertial frame. Therefore, there is only a certain
time period when the spacecraft is within the desired FOV
(φ < 30 deg or cos φ < 0.866) of the ground station. Figure
6 compares the average of absolute ∆fT and ∆f˙T taken over
observation samples (in log10 scale) during the period of all
spacecraft are within the ground station’s FOV. ∆f T and ∆f˙T
are given as:
∆f T =
∆f˙T =

N
X

i=1
N
X

| ∆fT (iT ) |

(31)

| ∆f˙T (iT ) |

(32)

i=1

where N is the total number of sampling taken during a FOV
period, T is the sample period, and | . | denotes the absolute
value.

(a) ∆fT comparison.

Fig. 6. Average of | ∆fT | over FOV period.

(b) Rate of ∆fT comparison.
Fig. 5. Comparison of ∆fT and its variation rate between two spacecraft
and ground station.

In addition, both Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show that ∆fT and
its variation rate only experience large changes in certain time
periods, e.g. between 0 to 0.1 orbital period. The reason is
that the spacecraft speed is higher than the earth rotation at all
times. The spacecraft requires less than two hours to complete
an orbit (or returns to its original position in Inertial frame),

Fig. 7. Field of view angle between spacecraft 2 and ground station.

Figure 6 shows that at higher altitudes (e.g., beyond
5000Km), the variation of Doppler frequency is insignificant
(in the order of 10Hz) compared to the lower altitudes, e.g.,
500Km that is in the order of 1000Hz. A small increment of
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∆f˙T is observed when the altitude changes from 24000km
to 30000km. This is because the ∆f˙T is very small (or
insignificant, ∆f˙T ≤ 10−4 ) in very high altitude. In addition,
Figure 7 shows that the spacecraft only stays within the ground
station’s FOV for less than 200 seconds at the semimajor
axis of 7136.63km (orbital period is 6000 seconds) before
the spacecraft becomes further away from the ground station.
Thus, Figure 7 confirms that spacecraft has a very high relative
speed to the ground at low altitude. Also, the rate of change of
∆fT approaches zero when the distance between spacecraft
and ground station increases: as shown in (21), the rate of
change of ∆fT is inversely proportional to distance.

Figures 8(a) show that utilizing the leader spacecraft as the
collector from followers suffers the least transmission loss due
to Doppler effect compared to the scenario that all spacecraft
simultaneously transmit the solar power to the ground station.
Moreover, the DC to Radio Frequency (RF) and RF to DC
conversion efficiency have to be taken into the consideration
[43]. In addition, it is noted that the spacecraft travels at
a very high speed (v ≈ 10km/s), and experiences various
perturbations in LEO. The spacecraft formation orbit must be
carefully controlled and designed to avoid a high collision risk.
These orbit control methods can be implemented along with
the localization methods that can be realized by sensors such
as Wireless Local Positioning System (WLPS) [44]–[46] or
Vision-Based Navigation System [47].

(a) ∆fT comparison.
(a) ∆fT comparison.

(b) Rate of ∆fT comparison.
Fig. 8. Comparison of ∆fT and its variation rate between two spacecraft
and leader spacecraft (symmetric distance).

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) compare the ∆fT and its variation
rate between follower and leader spacecraft with respect to
different formation sizes. Here, the relative distance of each
spacecraft to the leader spacecraft at any time is similar to
each other. Figure 8(a) shows that smaller formation size
results in lower ∆fT and its variation rate. In addition, the
phase angle difference observed by the leader spacecraft is
much lower (less than one degrees for 13/24km and less
than four degrees for 428/473km formation). The results in

(b) Rate of ∆fT comparison.
Fig. 9. Comparison of ∆fT and its variation rate between two spacecraft
and leader spacecraft (non-symmetric distance).

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) compare the ∆fT and its variation
rate between transmitter spacecraft and leader spacecraft with
respect to different formation size. Here, spacecraft 4 in Table
III is considered the leader spacecraft. The overall relative
distance between the follower spacecraft 1 and the leader
spacecraft is closer when compared to the overall relative
distance between spacecraft 2 and the leader spacecraft. In
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addition, the rate of change of relative distance between
spacecraft 1 and the leader spacecraft is higher than the rate
of change of relative distance between spacecraft 2 and the
leader spacecraft. The results in both Figures 9(a) and 9(b)
confirm that the ∆fT and its variation rate are much higher for
the non-symmetric relative distance case, if compared to the
results in Figures 8(a) and 8(b). Furthermore, the phase angle
difference observed by the leader spacecraft is approximately
10 times higher than the symmetric relative distance case,
which represents a higher transmission loss. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the position of the leader spacecraft in
the spacecraft formation plays a major role in the impact of
Doppler frequency difference between each spacecraft to the
leader spacecraft.
B. Improved Transmission Techniques that Address Doppler
Effect
Previous section studied the impact of Doppler spread
on the microwave transmission’s frequency within spacecraft
formation, and between the spacecraft and the ground station.
The observed transmission frequency difference varies within
few to hundred Hertz, depending on the altitude (or speed), and
formation size. This results in a large difference in observed
phase angle at the ground receiver, which greatly reduces the
overall microwave transmission efficiency. On the other hand,
a symmetric formation flying suffers the least transmission
loss due to the Doppler effect. But the DC to RF and RF to
DC conversion, and also the possible orbit drift due to the
perturbation could further impact the microwave transmission
efficiency. Here, two transmission improvement techniques
can be considered to overcome the efficiency loss due to the
Doppler effect:
1. Microwave transmission using frequency and phase adjustment; and,
2. Multiple rectenna installation at ground station that are
operating over certain frequency bands.
These approaches are analyzed in the following subsections.
1. Microwave transmission using frequency and phase adjustment
Ref. [48] has presented a synchronization method in which
each spacecraft transmits the microwave power to the receiver
at different frequencies and initial phase angles. The receiver
would observe the same frequency and phase angle from
each spacecraft after the received wireless signal experiences
the Doppler effect. This study has shown that this method
significantly improves the transmission efficiency. The proposed method in [48] requires a continuous change in both
microwave transmission frequency and initial phase angle
of the transmitter. This technique needs an extremely high
sampling rate if the transmission frequency is high.

bands are installed on the ground, and harvesting the energy
transmitted by spacecraft at the assigned frequency band.
Then, a ground of rectenna would only receive the microwave
transmission from a specific spacecraft. The method avoids
the efficiency loss due to the Doppler effect and different
phase angle. In addition, the wideband cross dipole rectenna
with a dual polarization in [49], which has a greater effective
frequency range can be utilized as the rectenna in this method.
However, it is noted that each rectenna is expected to be
more than 1km in diameter. Therefore, a larger space area is
required by the ground station if more spacecraft microwave
transmissions are required to be simultaneously received.
Based on the presented two methods, a simplified wireless
power transmission efficiency for each method corresponds to
[50]:
Pt Gt , Gr
L
M
X
Pt,k Gt,k , Gr,k
ηt ηr
= ηcom
L

PR1,T OT AL = M ηdop ηr ηt
PR2,T OT AL

(33)
(34)

k=1

where M is given in (14), ηdop is the doppler correction efficiency and ηcom is the multiphase power combine efficiency.
Now, consider the scenario that 19 LEO spacecraft at the
altitude of 700km are within the ground station FOV. Similar
to Section II, we assume ηr = 95%, ηt = 80%, Pt = 90dB
and Gt = 60dBi for both methods. The ground rectenna for
first method has the radius of 1km, which Gr = 89.66dB,
and the ground rectenna for the second method, based on the
circle packing method [51], has the radius of 518m, which
Gr = 84.23dB. This allows the rectenna in both methods
occupy similar total area on the ground. By assuming that
ηdop = 80% and ηcom = 95%, we have PR1,T OT AL = 2.1GW
and PR2,T OT AL = 0.72GW. Therefore, the first method would
offer a higher transmission efficiency if the Doppler shift can
be accurately estimated. If the second method is desirable due
to the fact that the spacecraft positioning accuracy is lower
than expected, then rectenna size should be increased up to
75% to achieve the same power at the ground station . The
ground rectenna size should be increased by three time to
receiver the same power.
Two different methods to overcome the microwave transmission efficiency loss due to Doppler effect have been
briefly presented. Each method has its own advantages and
disadvantage. The accuracy of the spacecraft positioning, the
sampling rate of the oscillator, and the total available area
occupied by the ground station are among the major factor
to decide the optimum microwave transmission method. It is
expected that with the accelerated rate of development of high
speed processors and communication systems, the first method
would offer a more realistic and efficient method.
VI. CONCLUSION

2. Multiple frequency rectenna at ground station
When one spacecraft enters the ground station’s FOV, a
communication link is setup over a certain frequency band.
Here, the rectennas which operate over different frequency

In this paper, simulations are conducted to investigate the
impact of spacecraft altitude and relative distance between
spacecraft on the Doppler frequency variation between spacecraft and ground station, and between two spacecraft. Studies
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show that the SBSP wireless power transmission would experience a higher Doppler frequency variation at LEO, when the
multiple spacecraft is within the ground station’s field of view.
Although higher altitude leads to lower Doppler frequency
variation and longer time period of field of view; however,
high transmission path loss should be taken into account. It
has been shown that the transmission path loss from LEO is
much lower than the transmission from GEO, even though the
GEO antenna size is at least 10 times larger than LEO antenna
size.
Moreover, studies show that larger formation size results
in higher Doppler frequency variation for the SBSP wireless
transmission within the spacecraft. In addition, the difference
of relative distance and its rate of change between each spacecraft and the leader spacecraft impacts the variation of Doppler
frequency difference. If the relative distance and variation rate
between each spacecraft and the leader spacecraft are similar,
the Doppler frequency and the observed phase angle difference
is lower. Therefore, the position of the leader spacecraft in the
spacecraft formation plays an important role on the impact of
Doppler frequency and observed phase angle difference.
In this paper, the Doppler frequency difference between
two spacecraft and a ground station (or leader spacecraft)
were investigated. This study can also be applied to three
or more spacecraft scenarios. Here, the Doppler frequency
of one spacecraft to the ground station (or leader spacecraft)
is considered as a reference Doppler frequency. Then, the
Doppler frequency difference of other spacecraft is investigated based on the reference Doppler frequency. Several improvement techniques, and their advantages and disadvantages
have been discussed in the paper. The major concerns of
these techniques include the accuracy of spacecraft position
and velocity estimation, the oscillator sampling rate, and the
total area required by the rectenna. In general, the results
of this paper can be used for optimal orbit design and high
performance transmission of power.
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